SECRET 01633Z MAY 73 STAFF
CITE DIRECTOR □ □

TO: TEHRAN.

RYBAT
REF: TEHRAN □ □

1. PRIOR RECEIPT REF, HQS HAD BEGUN PREPARATION MEMORANDUM FOR □ □ ON SUBJECT OF SOVIET COVERT ACTIVITY DIRECTED AGAINST □ □ AND SPECIFICALLY BKHERALD IN ARAB WORLD. MEMO CITES RECENT REPORTING THAT SOVIETS HAVE MADE CONCERTED EFFORT CONVINCE PEDEYEEN THAT BKHERALD CONSPIRED WITH ISRAELIS IN 10 APRIL RAID INTO LEBANON. MEMO ALSO CITES OUR BELIEF THAT PROPAGANDA LINE EMANATING FROM ALGIERS AND IRAQ IS SOVIET INSPIRED. MEMO CONCLUDED WITH PROPOSALS SIMILAR TO THOSE REF.

2. PLS ADVISE AMBASSADOR OF ABOVE.

3. NO FILE. E2, IMPDET.

SECRET

Orig □ □
1 - RYBAT chrono

APPROVED FOR RELEASE
DATE: MAR 2008

HR70-14 (U)